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a b s t r a c t

Uncontrollable and unlimited cell growth leads to tumor genesis in the brain. If brain tumors are not

diagnosed early and cured properly, they could cause permanent brain damage or even death to

patients. As in all methods of treatments, any information about tumor position and size is important

for successful treatment; hence, finding an accurate and a fully automated method to give information

to physicians is necessary.

A fully automatic and accurate method for tumor region detection and segmentation in brain

magnetic resonance (MR) images is suggested. The presented approach is an improved fuzzy

connectedness (FC) algorithm based on a scale in which the seed point is selected automatically. This

algorithm is independent of the tumor type in terms of its pixels intensity. Tumor segmentation

evaluation results based on similarity criteria (similarity index (SI), overlap fraction (OF), and extra

fraction (EF) are 92.89%, 91.75%, and 3.95%, respectively) indicate a higher performance of the proposed

approach compared to the conventional methods, especially in MR images, in tumor regions with low

contrast. Thus, the suggested method is useful for increasing the ability of automatic estimation of

tumor size and position in brain tissues, which provides more accurate investigation of the required

surgery, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy procedures.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Uncontrollable and unlimited cell growth leads to tumor

genesis in the brain. Quantitative assessment of the tumors in

the brain Magnetic Resonance (MR) images in association with

clinical judgment can provide more accurate assessment of the

disease progress. Knowledge of the tumor position and size,

especially variations in tumor size, can provide important infor-

mation in order to find out the most effective therapeutic regimes

for patients in brain tumor treatments including surgery, radio-

therapy, and chemotherapy. The traditional interpretation of MR

images by a specialist is a difficult and time-consuming task, and

the result directly depends on the experience of the specialist.

Also, the complexity and visually vague edges in a number of

tumors, and considering the fact that different characteristics of

tumor region in images can be obtained even from the same

imaging protocols and the noise due to imaging systems, make

brain tumor segmentation difficult in a radiologist’s manual

tracing. Therefore, it is desirable to have an automatic segmenta-

tion method to provide an acceptable performance. As a result of

this segmentation procedure, the quantitative measure of tumor

area (or volume) can be calculated and used for the follow-up of

the disease.

There are many proposed approaches, automatic and semi-

automatic, for the segmentation of the brain into different tissues,

including tumors. These approaches include a variety of methods

based on classification using extracted features, level set methods,

Markov random field methods, k-nearest neighbor (KNN), fuzzy

c-means, fuzzy connectedness, and region growing [1–7].

Fuzzy clustering techniques based on knowledge and multi-

spectral histogram analysis in multifeature space have been

applied by Clark et al. [8] for tumor segmentation. In some

studies, lesions and tumors have been considered as outliers of

a model [8–11]. These methods can show desirable performance

when differences between the characteristics of normal and

tumor tissues are high. The method proposed by Prastawa et al.

[11], which automatically detects tumor tissues, was based on

detection of outliers and variations in contrast to that in the

normal state. Also, Gering et al. [12] segmented brain tumors by

determining image variations in the normal brain via the Markov

random field method. Gibbs et al. [13] combined morphological

edge detection and the region growing for defining tumor volume,

while Kaus et al. [14] used an adaptive template-moderated

classification algorithm for MR image classification of five tissue
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classes, including tumors, whose method is based on an iterative

procedure. Taheria et al. [15] introduced a model based on a

threshold that used level sets for 3D tumor segmentation. In their

model, the level set speed function was designed using a general

threshold.

Using fuzzy logic, intelligence has entered into image analysis

and processing. Phillips et al. [16] illustrated that intensity distribu-

tions of normal tissue and tumor have an overlap, which proved the

need to extract more features for tumor segmentation, using a fuzzy

clustering concept of brain tumor. Since fuzzy c-means clustering is

not needed for training data and is independent of the user, it has

been extremely used as a clustering method [17–19]. However the

method that was recently presented is fuzzy connectedness. Con-

sidering that medical images are inherently fuzzy, thus fuzzy

connectedness is a very strong tool for medical image processing.

Fuzzy connectedness captures togetherness of pixels in the same

objective region in spite of gradient variations and inhomogeneity of

intensities through the fuzzy process.

The concept of connecting two pixels in an image was called hard

fashion (crisp) before 1970, that on the basis of it, pixels were

connected or not. Later, for the first time, Rosenfeld [20] introduced

the concept of fuzziness by generalizing crisp connectedness to fuzzy

subsets. Dellepianeh and Fontana [21], Dellepianeh et al. [22] and

Udupa and Samarasekera [23,24] proposed the use of this theory in

image segmentation, while the segmentation method proposed by

Dellepiane et al. [22] used the connectedness degree of Rosenfeld.

As they had defined connectedness strength based on image inten-

sity, their algorithm was sensitive to seed point selection. However,

Udupa and Samarasekera [23] proposed a different procedure for

fuzzy connectedness and its applications in segmentation. They

introduced local fuzzy relation (LFR) or affinity for capturing local

togetherness of pixels in image. Through the affinity proposed by

Udupa and Samarasekera, different image features were integrated

for defining fuzzy connectedness. Subsequently, general fuzzy con-

nectedness (GFC) based on affinity [24] was used for segmentation in

combination with the other methods [25–27], especially the deform-

able model [25,26] methods based on the Voronoi diagram [27] and

the level set methods [28]. Moonis et al. [29] studied tumor growth

rate after surgery through research for 3D segmentation of tumor

based on the theory and principles of fuzzy connectedness. Udupa

and Saha [30] calculated volumes of edema and active tumor tissues

in FLAIR and T1, respectively, with gadolinium injection by general

fuzzy connectedness. Later, the previous segmentation algorithms

evolved based on the fuzzy connectedness theory of Pedenkar and

Kakadiaris [31]. They used the fuzzy connectedness principles that

were a linear composition of components based on homogeneity and

objective features with constant weights and then introduced a new

method of fuzzy connectedness with dynamic weights (DyW). Hong

et al. [32] used the fuzzy connectedness method for displaying tumor

surgery procedure. In their method, seed point selection, fuzzy image

thresholding, and rectangular selection were carried out by user to

reduce the processing time.

Considering the extensive applications of general fuzzy con-

nectedness in image segmentation, the algorithm can also be

mistaken for weak region boundaries. However, many fuzzy

connectedness algorithms of tumor segmentation showed that

human error was involved in the decision and also processing

speed, which is dependent on the time of user interaction. What

was followed by this research is a fully automatic segmentation

procedure, which eliminated user interactions in seed point

selection and also improved the performance of general fuzzy

connectedness. In the proposed method, the fuzzy behavior of

topological and morphological concepts is expanded directly on

the desired image and the segmentation procedure is performed.

The article is structured as follows. In Section 2, dataset is

introduced and then the proposed method for fully automated

tumor segmentation is illustrated in three levels. In the end of this

section, evaluation of results is presented. Results of the proposed

approach are introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, results and

future works are discussed.

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Dataset

The proposed procedure in this research was implemented on

MR images that were captured from 10 brain tumor patients. This

dataset included 124 images with 256�256 resolution for each

patient. Slice gap in MR imaging system, size of each pixel in image,

and acquisition information were 1.5 mm, 0.9375�0.9375 mm2,

and SPRG1 T1 POST GAD, respectively [33,34]. After sifting through

all the images related to a patient, only tumor images were studied.

In this research, the neurologist was asked to perform a manual

segmentation of tumors in the MR images of all 10 cases. The results

of this manual segmentation provided binary segmented images to

the authors for use in evaluation. The position and the type of tumor

in the brain and the main slice number are listed in Table 1.

A global framework for this fully automated tumor segmenta-

tion method in accordance with the block diagram shown in Fig. 1

is as follows:

� Preprocessing,

� automatic seed point selection,

� tumor segmentation with improved fuzzy connectedness

algorithm.

First, the image to enter next steps is preprocessed. Preproces-

sing consists of two substeps: scale and background noise rejec-

tion. Second, seed point that is required for implementation of the

fuzzy connectedness algorithm is automatically selected in the

tumor region of the image. This step is done by formulization of

the tumor region characteristics. Finally, the tumor tissue is

segmented using an improved fuzzy connectedness algorithm.

2.2. Preprocessing

As background noise led to errors in the automatic seed point

selection algorithm, an anisotropic diffusion filter was used to

make a head mask to eliminate this noise [35]. In this filter, by

defining a diffusion constant related to the absolute value of the

noise gradient and smoothing the background noise by filtering,

an appropriate threshold can easily be chosen [36]. For this

Table 1

Position and type of tumors in datasets [33,34].

Main

slice #

Location Intensity

level

Tumor Case

44 Left frontal High Meningioma 1

58 Left parasellar High Meningioma 2

78 Right parietal Low Meningioma 3

35 Left frontal Low Low grade glioma 4

92 Right frontal Low Astrocytoma 5

81 Right frontal Low Low grade glioma 6

92 Right frontal Low Astrocytoma 7

39 Left temporal Low Astrocytoma 8

31 Left frontotemporal High Astrocytoma 9

35 Left temporal Low Low grade glioma 10

1 Spoiled Gradient Recalled Acquisition.
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purpose, a slightly higher diffusion constant value is considered

rather than the absolute value of the noise intensity gradient in its

edge. Therefore, a head mask was constructed by thresholding the

filtered image. We have studied the dataset of several different

images of the brain tumor and have noticed that through trial and

error the threshold suitable for those images is within 0.75–0.9;

thus we have come to the conclusion that if a constant threshold

for all images equal to 0.8 is used, one can obtain good results.

Then, for matching intensity ranges in all the images, the highest

and the lowest intensities are limited to the interval [0,255].

2.3. Automatic seed point selection

The need to do seed point selection within the tumor region to

start the fuzzy connectedness algorithm is one of the problems

that this algorithm has always faced. Hence, an operator that

permanently follows the segmentation procedure is often seen in

the articles that used fuzzy connectedness algorithm for segmen-

tation. Thus, this method has been proposed for automatic seed

point selection by studying how the tumor is in appearance.

Because of disparity in the tissues that form tumor regions and

the amount of blood supply in tumors, even within the same MR

imaging protocol, tumors appear with different intensities. So,

intensity is not an adequate parameter to achieve the position of

the seed point alone. However, one of the characteristics in MR

images is that tumors appear with lower or higher intensities

than normal brain tissue intensity. Therefore, this characteristic

can be used as a feature of tumor tissue. On the other hand,

different factors such as placement of living tissue, dead tissue,

and tissue calcium together and also the blood vessels in tumor

tissue cause inhomogeneity in the tumor region of the image.

However, despite these inhomogeneities, some parts always exist

Brain MR image

Preprocessing
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around seed point in original image and derivative image

Mean and standard deviation of 

normal brain
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algorithm
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Tumor detector matrixBinary edge image
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of tumor segmentation by improved fuzzy connectedness algorithm.
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that have considerable homogeneity in the tumor region com-

pared to the normal brain tissue. Hence, considering the local

homogeneity of tumor tissue and regardless of the intensity

variations in different tumors, differences in tumor intensities

with a mean value of tumor area are minimal. Thus, this feature

can be another characteristic to determine the position of seed

point (second characteristic).

In addition to using these two characteristics in the seed point

selection procedure, another feature in the tumor region is

considered for increasing the accuracy of the proposed method.

Because in homogeneous parts of the tumor tissue, i.e., the region

considered for seed point selection, intensity differences are low,

the possibility of edge points in this section is very small. There-

fore, counting the number of edge points around each pixel with

radius R is used as another feature in seed point selection.

Proper formulation of these characteristics, which has been

described in six steps, leads to automatic selection of the seed point.

1. Defining tumor detector matrix: this matrix is obtained by

applying a tumor detector function on pixels that are the

output of the preprocessing step. The tumor detector function

has been designed so that the two tumor characteristics

described earlier are included (the two characteristics being

different tumor tissue intensity from normal brain tissue and

local homogeneity of tumor tissue).

A Gaussian variable coefficient is used in this function to indicate

the first characteristic. Through the study of intensities of various

tumors in several images, one can conclude that the intensity of

the tumor regions is either higher or lower than the intensity of

the normal tissues. Therefore, we have chosen a specific function

that can, in either case, make the tumor regions be at a lower

level intensity with respect to the normal tissues. Thus, we have

used a Gaussian function in which the center is the mean of the

normal brain tissue intensities. As a result, tumor pixels, after

applying this function, appear with low intensity and we can

now select the seed point in this region. The Gaussian variable

coefficient aGaussianðx,yÞ for the point located at x and y coordi-

nates is calculated from

aGaussianðx,yÞ ¼ k1e
�ðmR�mbÞ

2=2s2
b ð1Þ

In this equation, k1 is a constant coefficient, mR is the mean of

intensities in the original image around the point considered

with radius R, and mb and sb are the mean and the standard

deviation of intensities in the normal brain tissue, respectively.

Also, R is less than the approximated tumor size. For an eye to

recognize a tumor, at least 10 pixels are usually required. As

such, we have considered the tumor radius to be of 10 pixel size.

Tumor detector function is illustrated in Eq. (2), where the

neighborhood of each point with radius R in the original image

is considered as a neighborhood matrix IN:R�R. Also, this

function includes a logarithmic statement to enter the second

characteristic of tumor tissues. Considering the local homogene-

ity of tumor tissues, one can say that the differences in tumor

intensities with a mean value of tumor area are minimal. Thus, to

determine the position of the seed point a log function, due to its

nonlinear behavior, is a better response to minimize these

differences in tumor area:

MT ðx,yÞ ¼ aGaussianðx,yÞ
log

PR
i ¼ 1

PR
j ¼ 1 9INði,jÞ�mn9

� �

logðRÞ
ð2Þ

By applying this function, tumor points appear as minimum

intensity points in tumor detector matrix; so by thresholding on

tumor detector matrix, a point set is achieved in the tumor tissue

region.

2. Thresholding on tumor detector matrix: in this algorithm, the

threshold to apply the tumor detector matrix is dependent on

some parameters such as minimum and maximum of the

tumor detector matrix and the total mean of images and also

the neighborhood radius R. This threshold is calculated from

Tr¼G1ðminðMT Þ�maxðMT ÞÞþG2RþG3m ð3Þ

where G1, G2, and G3 are the constant coefficients and m is the

total mean of images. These values are considered constant for

all the processed images.

3. Calculating the edge image: for making counter matrix of edge

points, an accurate edge detection of image is done by Canny

algorithm [37].

4. Forming counter matrix of edge points: in this part, the third

characteristic, i.e., the existence of minimum edge points in

the homogeneous tumor region, is used. For this purpose, the

counter matrix of edge points is made where each value is

equal to an edge point number around that point with radius

R. Therefore, this value is assigned to each point corresponding

to original image points.

5. Comparison and selection of point set: as the number of edge

points in the regions with local homogeneity is minimal, in

this step, the points that were incorrectly selected are

removed via comparison between the tumor detector and

the edge counter matrices.

6. Selecting center of point set as seed point: center of point set

(obtained from the previous step) is selected as the final

seed point.

2.4. Tumor segmentation by improved fuzzy

connectedness algorithm

Fuzzy connectedness algorithm used in this study is based on

the improvement of the general fuzzy connectedness method

[24]. As general fuzzy connectedness algorithm loses its path in

the weak boundaries of the same objective region, it enters a new

region; thus, this algorithm will be mistaken in these boundaries.

Therefore, this approach, by entering appropriate gradient infor-

mation to the affinity function, has tried to improve algorithm

robustness over the boundaries, particularly, over boundaries

with lower contrast. On the other hand, affinity is the local

concept, and using intensity individually in calculations increases

sensitivity of the algorithm with respect to noise. So, for solving

these two problems, substituted pixel intensity is applied in all

calculations. In each pixel c from the original image, the sub-

stituted pixel intensity Is(c) is defined as

IsðcÞ ¼meanðIðaÞÞaA scale circleþmeanðIdif ðaÞÞaA scale circle ð4Þ

In this equation, I and Idif are the original image intensity and

the derivative of the original image, respectively. For defining

substituted pixel intensity, the means of intensities in these two

images in the circle with scale radius around pixel c are calcu-

lated. Objective scale in C image around each cAC element is the

biggest circle radius r(c) with center c that is placed completely in

the same objective region [38]. Objective scale related to objective

region in each pixel has been estimated based on the homoge-

neous continuity of intensity as described in [38].

In this method, defining more accurate mean and standard

deviation values in the objective and nonobjective regions is

effective for guiding toward the optimum segmentation method.

As the mean and standard deviation values in nonobjective

regions mostly change in a small range, these values are used as

constant in this algorithm.

Due to a variety of tumor appearances in the image of each

patient the mean and the standard deviation of the intensities

in the tumor regions are different. In order to calculate such

V. Harati et al. / Computers in Biology and Medicine 41 (2011) 483–492486
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parameters, each time the seed point is selected automatically,

one can consider a circle with radius R around this seed point, in

which the objective values are calculated within this circle. This

process makes the segmentation algorithm independent of the

tumor type with respect to its pixels intensity.

In this algorithm, after calculating the mean and the standard

deviation of the tumor region around the seed point, and starting

from the seed point, the scale is defined for each pixel and then the

substituted pixel (SP) value is calculated to execute an improved

fuzzy connectedness algorithm. So, membership strength (affinity) is

assigned to each SP based on comparing similarity of SP with tumor

region features. This process is repeated for all pixels inside the head

mask. Finally, a proper threshold is selected in this algorithm for

tumor segmentation (see block diagram shown in Fig. 1).

For implementation of the improved fuzzy connectedness

algorithm, adjacency and fuzzy affinity must be defined. In

images, adjacency of two pixels c and d, maðc,dÞ, is defined as

maðc,dÞ ¼
1 if

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

P

iðci�diÞ
2

q

r1

0 otherwise

8

<

:

ð5Þ

Also, fuzzy affinity for any two pixels c and d of the image can

be expressed as

mkðc,dÞ ¼
maðc,dÞ½w1h1ðf ðcÞ,f ðdÞÞþw2h2ðf ðcÞ,f ðdÞÞ� if cad

mkðc,dÞ if c¼ d

(

ð6Þ

where f(c) and f(d) are the substituted pixel values in pixels c and

d, respectively, and w1 and w2 are the weights. Eq. (7) should be

established for them [24].

w1þw2 ¼ 1 ð7Þ

Functional formulations used for h1 and h2 are given as Eqs. (8)

and (9), respectively. In these two equations, the exponential

function argument is normalized by max(I):

h1ðf ðcÞ,f ðdÞÞ ¼ exp�
1

2�maxðIÞ

� �

�
ððf ðcÞþ f ðdÞÞ=2Þ�m1

s1

� �2
 !

ð8Þ

h2ðf ðcÞ,f ðdÞÞ ¼ exp�
1

2�maxðIÞ

� �

�
ðð9f ðcÞ�f ðdÞ9Þ=2Þ�m2

s2

� �2
 !

ð9Þ

I is an entered image, m1 and m2 are the means and s1 and s2 are

the standard deviations of pixel and absolute values of the image

derivative in the objective region, respectively.

With the described formulation, the fuzzy connectedness

algorithm through the substituted pixel value segments a more

accurate tumor region from other regions in the image. We have

used a threshold for the fuzzy connectedness segmentation

algorithm by employing the equation, TrF ¼ 0:35ðmaxðIÞ�minðIÞÞ,

in which I is the fuzzy connectedness image in our program.

2.5. Evaluation

In this research, criteria including similarity index (SI) [39],

overlap fraction (OF), and extra fraction (EF) [40] are used for

evaluation. SI is a criterion for the correctly segmented region

relative to the total segmented region, in both the manual

segmentation and the segmented image by the proposed method.

The OF and the EF specify the areas that have been correctly and

falsely classified as tumor area, respectively, relative to the tumor

area in manual segmentation. Similarity index, overlap fraction,

and extra fraction are obtained, respectively, by Eqs. (10), (11),

and (12) (see Fig. 2):

SI¼
2TP

2TPþFPþFN
ð10Þ

OF ¼
TP

TPþFN
ð11Þ

EF ¼
FP

TPþFN
ð12Þ

In these equations, TP is the number of true-positive pixels

detected correctly by the method, FP is the number of false-

positive pixels detected falsely by the method, and FN is the

number of false-negative pixels relative to the tumor region with

manual segmentation but not selected by the method.

In a good segmentation, SI and OF should be close to 1 and

EF should be close to 0. Practically, a value for SI more than 0.7

represented a very good segmentation [42].

3. Results

The total process that is proposed in this study has been

implemented on a dataset, including MR images of 10 patients

with brain tumors, using a Pentium 4 (3.2 GHz) processor with

1 GB RAM. The average time needed to automatically select the

seed point and the time for performance of the tumor segmenta-

tion algorithm are 30 s and 2 min, respectively. To evaluate the

represented method, as will be mentioned later, manual segmen-

tation of each image was performed by the neurologist.

To investigate the automatic seed point selection algorithm,

this algorithm was implemented on 150 images including tumor

in 139 cases; seed points were selected properly and only in 11

cases there were wrong choices. Fig. 3 shows steps of automatic

seed point selection in the image including the tumor. The tumor

detector image and the edge image, shown in (b) and (c),

respectively, are constructed from the original image shown in

(a). After applying a threshold on the tumor detector image, the

binary image in (d) is obtained, which illustrates the area with

low value. Parallel to this thresholding, edge point counter matrix,

which is shown in (e), from the edge image is calculated. By

comparing the binary image resulting from thresholding and edge

points counter image, the point set relative to the tumor region

(illustrated in green in (f)) is achieved. Then, the center of this

point set is selected as the final seed point for the beginning of the

segmentation algorithm shown in (g).

Auto seg

Manual seg

FP

TP TN

FN

Fig. 2. TP, TF, FP, and TN values are shown based on comparison between

segmented regions by proposed method (auto seg.) and manual segmentation

(manual seg.).
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Results of executing the proposed segmentation approach on

two images of patients with two different types of tumor in terms

of intensity and image contrast of tumor region are shown in

Figs. 4 and 5, which show implementations of the method on MR

images corresponding to slice 44 from patient 1 and slice 81 from

patient 6. In these two images, (a) is the input image, (b) is the

head mask created by an anisotropic filter, (c) is the edge point

counter matrix, (d) is the tumor detector matrix, and (e) and

(f) are the final results of executing the automatic seed point

selection algorithm. Then, the final seed point is calculated as a

center of point set and (g) shows the final result of the proposed

segmentation approach where manual segmentation is indicated

in the left corner of the figure.

To evaluate the accuracy and robustness of the proposed

segmentation algorithm, the means of criteria (SI, OF, and EF) related

to implementing this method on 10 image sets for 10 patients

including brain tumor have been calculated. Mean values of these

similarity criteria are given in Table 2 for each patient dataset

separately and for all images in the dataset (last line of Table 2).

As seen in Table 2, since good values for the similarity criteria

related to the segmented tumors in nearly all images of the

datasets are obtained, the proposed algorithm has a high perfor-

mance. However, it only fails to work so well for the image set 5.

In this image set, there are tumors in the sequences of the slices

that are surrounded by tissues, which are becoming tumors

leading to vague borders for the tumors with very low contrast

as compared to the normal tissues. Such tumors are not segmen-

ted well in the fully automated segmentation method; therefore,

the false-negative results increase and lead to the lower SI and OF,

compared with the other image sets. In spite of a decrease in the

SI value, as this value is still higher than 0.7, the performance of

the proposed algorithm is acceptable [42].

4. Discussion

Representing the fuzzy connectedness theory in image proces-

sing by Rosenfeld [20] and especially using it in image segmenta-

tion has been an important stage in medical image processing

studies. Because of the small differences between image char-

acteristics of various tissues especially adjacent tissues and

similarity in some characteristics, tissue segmentation had often

been a challenging problem. Based on recent researches in

medical image segmentation, the somewhat fuzzy connectedness

algorithm has been able to solve problems of medical image

segmentation. On the other hand, due to the ability of adaptation

in fuzzy connectedness, there is the possibility of proper varia-

tions in the fuzzy connectedness algorithm to obtain optimal

results in image processing. Almost all the recent algorithms in

the field of fuzzy connectedness have used the principles of the

algorithm, which was published in 1996 [24]. We have tried to do

the same thing, i.e. improving the fuzzy connectedness algorithm

of that paper and trying to achieve the desired goal.

Fully automated procedure can be useful in some medical

procedures such as robot surgeries that are synchronic with

imaging. One of the problems that the fuzzy connectedness

algorithm has always been facing is that there is a need for

manual seed point selection within the tumor region. Hence, an

operator that permanently follows the segmentation procedure is

often seen in the articles that used the fuzzy connectedness

algorithm for segmentation. Thus, in the present article, we have

tried to propose a method for automatic seed point selection that

is necessary for algorithm to become fully automatic. This

proposed procedure does not affect the accuracy of segmentation.

In this study, the improved fuzzy connectedness algorithm for

tumor segmentation is started from a seed point that is selected

Fig. 3. Results of implementing automatic seed point selection algorithm:

(a) input image to automatic seed point selection algorithm, (b) tumor detector

matrix, (c) edge points image by applying Canny method, (d) image resulting by

thresholding on the tumor detector matrix, (e) edge points counter image, (f) point

set obtained from comparison, and (g) final seed point that is considered as the

center of point set. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the

reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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by automatic seed point selection algorithm. The automatic seed

point selection algorithm has been designed on considering the

three characteristics of the tumor regions in the image. Using

the tumor detector function similar to the tumor segmentation

algorithm, this algorithm worked independent of the tumor type

with respect to its pixels intensity. Most number of errors in the

suggested method for seed point selection occurred in the slices

in which the size of tumor is small.

In the proposed tumor segmentation approach, several

changes in the implementation of the fuzzy connectedness algo-

rithm have been made. These changes are as follows: first, with

regard to the direct relation between fuzzy connectedness and

affinity by proper selection of affinity formulation, segmentation

results proceeded to better tumor segmentation; second, by fuzzy

connectedness concept based on the information related to pixels

around the original pixel with radius R instead of fuzzy connect-

edness based on one pixel, algorithm sensitivity to noise was

decreased; and third, by entering extra information such as

boundary information of the tumor tissue in the segmentation

algorithm, error is reduced.

The improved fuzzy connectedness algorithm, by calculating

scale as a homogeneity region radius, used substituted pixel

instead of original pixel where the value of the former is obtained

by means of intensities and their differences in scale region. The

substituted pixel brings boundary information directly into the

affinity calculations, so the method presented in this research

shows good performance for finding boundaries, especially weak

boundaries, with regard to the general fuzzy connectedness

algorithm. Comparison between the results of the proposed

approach and the general fuzzy connectedness algorithm [24]

shows that the fully automatic proposed approach in image

segmentation has a high accuracy due to improved changes in

the general fuzzy connectedness. Since, the presented method, in

which a circle is considered around the seed point, extracts tumor

features and uses them in tumor segmentation for each image,

the tumor type in terms of its pixels intensity is not affected in

tumor segmentation.

For evaluation, a comparison has been done between the

proposed approach and the general fuzzy connectedness repre-

sented by Udupa and Samarasekera [24]. For this purpose, the

general fuzzy connectedness algorithm has been implemented

and performed on 10 image sets corresponding to 10 patients.

To demonstrate the robustness of the proposed algorithm in

segmenting tumors by weak boundaries in comparison to general

Fig. 4. Representing performance steps of fully automated tumor segmentation by improved fuzzy connectedness algorithm on the image including tumor with high pixel

intensity: (a) input image, (b) head mask image, (c) edge points counter image, (d) tumor detector image, (e) seed point set that are selected, (f) final seed point, and

(g) result of segmentation by proposed approach (manual segmentation is shown by the red lines in the left corner of (g)). (For interpretation of the references to color in

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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fuzzy connectedness, the results of implementing these two

algorithms on two images where tumor boundaries are distinct

(tumor region with high contrast) and fading and indistinct

(tumor region with low contrast) are shown in Fig. 6. In this

figure, the images consisting of tumors with distinct and fading

boundaries are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The result of

implementing the proposed approach on tumors with distinct

boundaries is shown in (c), and (d) shows the segmentation result

of the general fuzzy connectedness [24] on this type of tumor

(with distinct boundaries). The results of implementing the

proposed approach and general fuzzy connectedness [24] on

tumor image with fading boundaries are depicted in (e) and (f),

respectively.

The mean of validation criteria on image sets and also the total

mean achieved from this implementation are provided in Table 3.

It is seen from this table that in 50% of the datasets the SI criterion

is less than 0.7, which shows that the segmentation results are

not good [41,42].

Table 4 displays the total means of evaluation criteria in the

segmentation methods (general fuzzy connectedness and

improved fuzzy connectedness). Criteria values in these two

segmentation methods show that performance of the suggested

method in all cases is better than that of general fuzzy connect-

edness. Comparing the two approaches, the proposed approach

has on average improved 17.8%, 21.1%, and 6.8% SI, OF, and EF

criteria, respectively. In tumors with distinct boundaries, the

mean values of criteria corresponding to general fuzzy connect-

edness are almost acceptable and near to the improved fuzzy

Fig. 5. Representing performance steps of fully automated tumor segmentation by improved fuzzy connectedness algorithm on image including tumor with low pixel

intensity: (a) input image, (b) head mask image, (c) edge points counter image, (d) tumor detector image, (e) seed point set that are selected, (f) final seed point, and

(g) result of segmentation by proposed approach (manual segmentation is shown by the red lines in the left corner of (g)). (For interpretation of the references to color in

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 2

Means of criteria, including similarity index (SI), overlap fraction (OF), and extra

fraction (EF) for each image set and for the entire image set (end row) resulted

from the improved fuzzy connectedness proposed approach.

SI OF EF

Image set 1 0.985 0.984 0.008

Image set 2 0.90 0.83 0.003

Image set 3 0.981 0.97 0.007

Image set 4 0.98 0.982 0.012

Image set 5 0.71 0.63 0.03

Image set 6 0.99 0.991 0.017

Image set 7 0.993 0.992 0.005

Image set 8 0.96 0.98 0.07

Image set 9 0.81 0.84 0.23

Image set 10 0.98 0.976 0.013

Total means 0.928 0.917 0.039
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connectedness results. However in tumors with indistinct bound-

aries, obvious differences between the corresponding criteria

depict robustness of the proposed approach.

The present work can also be compared with some state-of-

the-art approach related to the improved generalized fuzzy

connectedness such as that of [31]. In that work, the authors

evaluated their proposed method using a phantom dataset, and

only a few brain lesion MR images, which include distinct

boundaries, were considered. However, in the present approach

quantification assessment is done at least on 87 MR images of 10

patients with brain tumor. Furthermore, in [31], seed points were

selected manually for each image, whereas in the present pro-

posed method seed points are selected automatically, leading to a

fully automatic image segmentation approach.

However, due to the dynamic tuning of weights of affinity

components as required in the fuzzy connectedness algorithm, the

work done in [31], as claimed by the authors, can be applied to

various types of images such as MR, CT, and infrared. Whereas, in

the present method, since constant optimized weights are used, the

method is at present only applicable to brain MR images, and its

application for other types of images must be studied.

More features were extracted from tumor texture by feature

extraction methods, and their use in automatic seed point selec-

tion can be a basis for future studies. On the other hand, changes

in the affinity formulations are directly affected in the segmenta-

tion results. Combinations of fuzzy connectedness with other

methods, especially methods based on the model, can be a

strategy for the advancement of this study in the future.
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